ACCESSORIES

LIFE IS FULL
OF OPTIONS
Honda genuine accessories have been designed
and built to the same exacting standards as every Honda.
So they are durable, safe, secure and guaranteed to fit.
All you need to do is choose what’s right for you.

WHITE FRONT AMBIENT FOOTLIGHT

ILLUMINATED DOORSTEP GARNISHES

The front footwell becomes illuminated by
unlocking or opening the doors. The footlight
gives a soft, cool glow to the interior of your
Jazz.

Crafted in brushed stainless steel with a candle
white illuminated Jazz logo. They protect the
inner door from marks and scratches. The kit
includes two illuminated front trims.

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £175.00

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £345.00

LED CARGO LIGHT

TAILGATE SPOILER

FRONT GRILLE - TUSCAN ORANGE

FRONT AND REAR MUD GUARDS

This LED cargo room light improves the
comfort while (un)loading your boot.

This Honda genuine spoiler is specifically
developed for the Jazz, and is fully
integrated into the bodywork.

Customise the look of the front of your new
Jazz by adding a colorful touch.

Protect your Jazz against dirt and stones with
these subtle mud guards. They’re a great long
term protection feature. 4 pieces are included.

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £50.00

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £395.00

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £250.00

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £155.00

ROOF CARRIER

SKI & SNOWBOARD ATTACHMENT

ELEGANCE FLOOR MATS - BLACK/SILVER

WINDSHIELD COVER

Expand your car’s carrying capacity with a
secure roof base carrier. It includes 4 locks.
Maximum load capacity: 30 kg

Easy-to-use holder for one or two pairs of skis or a
snowboard. Provides secure fastening between two
rubber profiles that protect the equipment. Easily fitted
without tools. Includes locks. Weight: 3.6kg.

These elegant and comfortable fitted tufted
carpets, with black nubuck binding, have a
woven Jazz emblem for durability. One set
includes front and rear mats.

This windshield cover shields against the
elements and also protects the mirrors and front
side windows from heavy weather when your car
is parked outside. Features the Jazz logo.

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £450.00

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £150.00

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £105.00

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £65.00

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only. Nationally Fitted Prices are correct at time of publication, but are subject to change without notice. For the most accurate and up-to-date information please contact your local Honda dealer.

ACCESSORY PACKS
FUNCTIONAL FUN
The Functional Fun concept adds a colourful twist to this
ultimate city car. Dare to be unique and make your new Jazz
stand out by adding tasteful colour touches both on the exterior
and interior. Complemeting the dynamic and vivid design, like
no other pack. The Functional Fun pack is a combination of a
front grille, two door mirror covers, a side body trim, a colour
insert, a rear bumper decoration and set of elegance floor mats.
NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £860.00

Images include 16" JA1601 Alloy Wheels. Sold separately.

FUNCTIONAL FINESSE
The Functional Finesse concept adds a premium twist to this
ultimate city car. Dare to be unique and make your new Jazz
stand out in a stylish way by adding premium silver coloured
items both on the exterior and interior. Complemeting the
dynamic and vivid design, like no other pack. The Functional
Finesse pack is a combination of a front grille, a painted side
body trim, a colour insert, a rear bumper decoration and a set
of elegance floor mats.
NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £840.00
Images include 16" JA1601 Alloy Wheels. Sold separately.

PREMIUM PACK
The Premium Pack includes a range of
practical and stylish options specifically
designed for the Jazz. The pack includes
the Elegance Floor Carpets, Side Body
Trims, Doorstep Garnishes , Bumper Step
Protector and Front and Rear Mud Guards.
NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £695.00
CARGO PACK
If you frequently transport luggage or
specialised equipment, the Cargo Pack
will help keep it organised and secure.
The pack includes a boot tray without
dividers, an LED cargo light, a rear bumper
step protector and a boot sill decoration.
NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £305.00
ILLUMINATION PACK
The Illumination Pack uses a combination of
lights to give an ambient atmosphere to the
interior of your car. This pack includes the front
foot lights, illuminated doorstep garnishes,
illuminated door lining and a centre pocket light.
NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £875.00
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Honda sources paper responsibly from manufacturers within the EU.
Please don’t bin me, pass me onto a friend or recycle me.

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only. Nationally Fitted Prices are correct at time of publication, but are subject to change without notice. For the most accurate and up-to-date information please contact your local Honda dealer.

